Host Quchant says:
Last Time on Star Trek: A Call To Duty: USS Orion........The crew has handed over the mirror personnel from the mirror Orion to the authorities.....the crew are now spending some valuable R&R...and of course...we all know nothing ever goes wrong with R&R....


Host Quchant says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Orion Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
::On the Bridge::

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Wakes up suddenly in sickbay and screams in pain::

CSO_Lance says:
::in her quarters getting ready for the day::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::on the bridge in her XO chair sipping a decaf coffee, WAY too much caffeine lately::

AMO_Richmond says:
::walks into sickbay, having almost forgotten what it looks like::

AEO_Doyle says:
::In Engineering, working at his station::

FCO_McRae says:
::prepares to leave for SB::

ATO_Jah`d says:
AMO: Where am I? What happened?

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::checks her roster for the shore leave schedule::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
::Looks at the XO drinking coffee::

AMO_Richmond says:
::looks at Jah'd, a little bewildered::  ATO Jah'd:  I don't know.

CEO_Rogers says:
:: Just finished eating breakfast with his wife ::

FCO_McRae says:
::searches room for bottle of tequila he drank the night before::

ATO_Jah`d says:
AMO: I was, on Earth...and it was...2 years ago.

XO_Jorgaenson says:
*CEO, AEO*: You two are in the first group to beam down for shore leave, enjoy

AMO_Richmond says:
ATO Jah'd: And I was in here, and you were comatose, with L'Shan about to perform a mind meld

FCO_McRae says:
::polishes off bottle and heads for the TL::

CSO_Lance says:
::orders a cup of coffee from the replicator::

AEO_Doyle says:
*XO*: Er, ma'am, would it be all right if I stayed aboard and caught up on some work?

ATO_Jah`d says:
AMO: No, we've done that. ::Looks over at L’Shan sleeping:: AMO: Something went wrong...it's killing her.

XO_Jorgaenson says:
*CMO, AMO*: Make sure all patients are stable, give them up to the on call personnel and report to the transporter room for the next group for shore leave.

CEO_Rogers says:
*XO*: Thank you sir, I think Sharly and myself need to spend some time together.

XO_Jorgaenson says:
*AEO*: ::smile in her voice::      We don't dictate how you spend it, just enjoy

AMO_Richmond says:
*XO Jorgaenson*:  Richmond here.  Commander, where are we?

AEO_Doyle says:
*XO* ::smiles:: Thank you ma'am.

XO_Jorgaenson says:
*CEO*: That will be fine Mr. Rogers.

FCO_McRae says:
::decides to go to the bridge first::

CSO_Lance says:
*XO Jorgaenson* Do you need me on the bridge today, sir?

FCO_McRae says:
::enters TL:: TL: Bridge.

AMO_Richmond says:
ATO Jah'd:  What happened?

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
::Looking over some reports on the Bridge::

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Begins pacing in Sickbay:: AMO: I can't help her. Not without help, not without someone who knows what's going on...

XO_Jorgaenson says:
*CSO*: No Mr. Lance, you are in the second shore leave shift.        Report to the transporter room if you are going to the Starbase for R and R.       Otherwise just sit back and relax

AMO_Richmond says:
::goes over to L'Shan and checks her stats::

Host CO_Edwards says:
::getting dressed in his quarters.. pauses to admire his buff physique in the mirror::

CSO_Lance says:
*XO Jorgaenson*: Aye, sir. Thank you.

ATO_Jah`d says:
AMO: I don't know. The same thing that happened to me is happening to her...I know what's going to happen if I don't help.

XO_Jorgaenson says:
CNS: Mr. Jax, you are in the first shore leave group, enjoy.        That means put those reports away and RELAX, that's an order.       ::smile::

CEO_Rogers says:
:: enters Transporter room ::

AMO_Richmond says:
ATO Jah'd:  Well, what can you do?

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
XO: These are comics’ reports......

XO_Jorgaenson says:
CNS: Ah, then carry on of course!        ::grins::

AEO_Doyle says:
::After leaving Engineering under the control of An Ensign, leaves for the TL::

FCO_McRae says:
::arrives at bridge.  Goes to helm to start level one diagnostic on helm controls::

Host CO_Edwards says:
::finishes getting dressed, making sure his comm badge is right side up this time, and heads for the Bridge::

CSO_Lance says:
::decides to go the Science lab first to check out some older sensor logs::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
FCO: Shore leave, work is cancelled, try having fun.         Your replacement will do those checks

ATO_Jah`d says:
AMO: Go into a mind meld and try to stop it, but I'm not Vulcan.

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::thinks this shore leave thing is HARD::

FCO_McRae says:
XO: Just wanted to make sure that they are running.  After we lost helm control at the Nebula I'm not sure I trust these station types to fix things properly.

AEO_Doyle says:
TL: Bridge ::Feels elevation begin::

AMO_Richmond says:
*XO Jorgaenson*:  Commander, this is Ensign Richmond, I may need your help in sickbay, if you have a moment.

FCO_McRae says:
::finishes setting up the diagnostic and heads for TL::

CEO_Rogers says:
Transporter Chief: 2 to beam to the SB.

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Paces and mutters to self:: Self: She said something about voices, I saw images, our brains...the mind meld. Damn it what's going on!

XO_Jorgaenson says:
*CO*: Sir, I understand from the Dr. that you have not been on shore leave the past several times.      I think you should take this one and the Dr. agrees.         ::grin in voice::         As you know your CMO does have the ability to make sure you rest

Host CO_Edwards says:
::arrives on the Bridge, and then remembers he forgot to put his shoes on::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
*AMO*: Very well, let me know if you need for sure Mr. Richmond

AMO_Richmond says:
::runs Tricorder over himself::  ATO Jah'd:  One moment, Korin, then I'll be with you

FCO_McRae says:
::enters TL:: TL: Transporter room.

CSO_Lance says:
::leaves her quarters and heads for the turbolift::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Red Alert sirens go off....

AEO_Doyle says:
::Arrives on bridge and goes to the Engineering console, and starts whistling as he does a check::

AMO_Richmond says:
*XO Jorgaenson*:  Yes, sir

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: CO had no time to fix footwear problem

ATO_Jah`d says:
*CO*: What's going on up on the bridge?

AMO_Richmond says:
::jumps at the alert siren::

CSO_Lance says:
::sighs:: TL: Bridge.

FCO_McRae says:
::hopes he doesn't get stuck in the TL.  Glad Doyle isn't there to make it a certainty::

Host CO_Edwards says:
::hoping no one left any tools lying on the floor, he runs to his Big chair [TM]::

FCO_McRae says:
TL: Return to bridge.

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::looks around the bridge a lot more alertly than yesterday::

Host Quchant says:
<SB> COMM: Orion: We detected you have an alert situation...is there a problem

CEO_Rogers says:
@:: On SB just walking with his wife and catching up the last couple of days ::@

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: TL Stops...mid tube

ATO_Jah`d says:
AMO: We have to help her!

FCO_McRae says:
::looks for escape hatch.::

Host CO_Edwards says:
COM: Starbase 241: Stand by, we're checking on that now.
All bridge crew: Report.

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::wonders where the ops officer is::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: TL Starts again...abruptly...and deposits the FCO onto the bridge...in an not too complimentary manner....the next thing the FCO sees is the CO's big toe [TM]

AMO_Richmond says:
ATO Jah'd:  Just a moment, Korin.  I need to know what's been wrong with me before I can help

AEO_Doyle says:
::Looks to CO and shrugs slightly::

CSO_Lance says:
::arrives on the bridge::

FCO_McRae says:
::really hates the TL.  Decides to go everywhere by Jeffries tube from now on::

AMO_Richmond says:
*CO Edwards*:  Captain, this is Ensign Richmond, once I have found out what is wrong with me, I shall make a full report

Host CO_Edwards says:
FCO McRae: Welcome to the Bridge Mr. McRae.

FCO_McRae says:
::stands and dust himself off::

CSO_Lance says:
CO Edwards: Reporting for duty, sir. ::sees his naked feet and stifles a grin::

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Grabs the Tricorder and throws it across the room:: AMO: Now!

AMO_Richmond says:
::catches the other Tricorder and puts it on the biobed::

Host CO_Edwards says:
::looks down at his feet::
CSO Lance: It's dress-down day, didn't you know? ::trying to joke about the ordeal::

AMO_Richmond says:
::goes over to the computer and runs a diagnostic::

FCO_McRae says:
CO: Thank you sir.  I'd like to take this opportunity to compliment you on your choice of footwear.

FCO_McRae says:
::heads to helm control::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
*All Dept Heads on Ship*: Report please!

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Red Alert sounds again.....

AMO_Richmond says:
::stops in horror as he reads the results::

Host Quchant  (Alert.wav)

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Leans against the wall and begins to cry:: AMO: I've seen to many people die because of my mistakes. Please, don't let it happen again...

AEO_Doyle says:
::Presses a few buttons on Eng console, but they are muffled by the alert::

CSO_Lance says:
;;smirks:: CO_Edwards: Uhm, no, actually I didn't know. Hope you won't catch a cold,sir.

XO_Jorgaenson says:
*CEO*: We may need you Mr. Rogers, please stand by

FCO_McRae says:
::checks diagnostic::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Red Alert sounds stops

AMO_Richmond says:
ATO Jah'd:  Just a moment!

CEO_Rogers says:
*XO* Yes ma'am

AMO_Richmond says:
*XO Jorgaenson*:  Commander, Ensign Richmond.  It appears that I have been suffering from Altairan encephalitis.  I will need your assistance, after all, I'm afraid

CEO_Rogers says:
@<CEO's Wife> CEO_Rogers: Kalam you said we could spend some time together.

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::wonders what the heck is wrong with the ship::

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Grab the Tricorder off the bio bed and cracks it against the side of Richmond's face:: AMO: Now!

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: OPS Board starts to flash on the environmental panel

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::now wonders why the AMO needs the XO for help::

Host CO_Edwards says:
::trying to ignore the foot jokes::
Computer: Explain why Red Alert was initiated.

AMO_Richmond says:
::falls a little towards the wall, puts down the Tricorder and floors Jah'd with one punch::

Host Quchant says:
<Computer> Initiating Self Destruct Sequence in 10 seconds

CSO_Lance says:
::sees the environmental panel flash and walks over to check it out::

FCO_McRae says:
::slaves ops to helm console::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
CO: I think it's a trap set by the mirror crew...

Host Quchant says:
<computer> Self-Destruct sequence...disarmed....

AEO_Doyle says:
::Finishes diagnostic on Engineering console, so goes to the TL (praying silently that it won't halt)::

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Lays on the floor crying:: AMO: Please...she's dying, you know that...

CSO_Lance says:
Self: Not again.

CEO_Rogers says:
@<CEO's Wife>: The XO wouldn't comm me unless it was of the utmost importance.

XO_Jorgaenson says:
*AMO*: I am a bit busy right now Mr. Richmond, call Security please!

FCO_McRae says:
::checks on flashing panel on OPS::

AMO_Richmond says:
*XO* Sorry, sir.

XO_Jorgaenson says:
*CEO*: I am afraid we need you back aboard ship

CSO_Lance says:
::sees that the FCO handles OPS and takes over the Science station::

AEO_Doyle says:
::Steps off the TL and breathes a sigh of relief::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
*Engineering*: What the <censored> is going on down there?!

AMO_Richmond says:
ATO Jah'd:  I am aware of my duties, ensign.  Now just be patient. If I make the wrong decision I could end up killing her for real.  Now just be patient and let me do my job!

CEO_Rogers says:
@:: makes his way back to the ship noticing that his wife is walking off in the opposite direction ::

CSO_Lance says:
::starts a check of the computer functions::

Host Quchant says:
<Computer> CO: Main Computer to Captain Edwards

Host CO_Edwards says:
CNS Jax: That may be so... assist the Chief Engineer in finding out if there are any more traps.

CEO_Rogers says:
*XO* What’s wrong commander ?

ATO_Jah`d says:
AMO: No! I messed up 2 years ago, that's what I saw! You don't understand...I don't want to kill her like I did the others.

Host CO_Edwards says:
Computer: This is Captain Edwards, go ahead.

AMO_Richmond says:
::turns back to the computer to check that there are no residual side-effects::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
::Gets up::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
::Heads to the TL::

AMO_Richmond says:
ATO Jah'd ::growling:: You won't

AEO_Doyle says:
::Walks into sickbay, looking for CMO Wuer::

Host Quchant says:
<Computer> Environmental Overload on deck 1....foreign airborne body detected

CSO_Lance says:
Self: Huh?

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
::Stops short before going into TL::

AMO_Richmond says:
::swirls round on Doyle:: AEO Doyle:  What do you want??

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
::Grabs phaser and set on stun::

FCO_McRae says:
XO: The environmental systems are online and tied open to different setting to different sections of each deck.

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Stands up and glares at Todd:: AMO: Your right, I won't...you will. Now do something! ::Slam’s his fist into Todd's gut sending him bad a few steps out of breath::

CEO_Rogers says:
SBTransporter Chief: Beam me straight into the engineering

Host CO_Edwards says:
Computer: Explain.

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Blinking light on OPS board starts to flash again...

AEO_Doyle says:
::Sees AMO Richmond:: AMO: Err, sorry. I was just wondering if you could help with my headaches.

AMO_Richmond says:
::bends in pain, then looks menacingly at Jah'd::

CSO_Lance says:
::checks sensors::

Host Quchant says:
<Computer> CO: Environmental Failure deck one....2....4....6...8...10.....

FCO_McRae says:
::checks on new blinky light (TM)::

AMO_Richmond says:
AEO Doyle:  Go see a doctor  ::runs for Jah'd::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
FCO: Report please

CEO_Rogers says:
:: materializes in main engineering ::

AEO_Doyle says:
::Watches in disbelief:: AMO/ATO: I'll just be over here.

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
::Goes to engineering console on the Bridge::

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Picks up a sharp looking medical tool off a tray and steps out of Todd's way::

FCO_McRae says:
XO: The environmental problem will have to be changed at the source on each deck.

CSO_Lance says:
Self: If I didn't know better I'd say the computer caught a virus::

AMO_Richmond says:
::nearly runs into the wall, then reaches for hypospray, not caring what's in it::

CEO_Rogers says:
*Bridge* CEO to Bridge, what’s happened ?

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: CEO call gets rerouted to Sickbay

AEO_Doyle says:
::Tries to get between Todd and Korin. Gets a punch for his trouble::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
*AMO*: Did you call Security???

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Tosses the item at Todd hitting him in the side and hits Doyle::

CSO_Lance says:
::does a sensor sweep on the computer core::

FCO_McRae says:
XO: I also have reports of rain, snow, extra gravity and no gravity on different decks.

Host CO_Edwards says:
*CEO Rogers*: Shut down the main computer until we determine what is going on.. while we are docked we don't need the main computer operating at any rate..

AMO_Richmond says:
::careful not to get hurt by Korin, tries to spray him::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::wonders what the heck is going on with this darn ship::

CEO_Rogers says:
*CO* Yes sir

AEO_Doyle says:
::Falls back into the wall::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::wonders if she should start ordering people to carry skis::

FCO_McRae says:
XO: Basically the environmental controls are either messed up or the sensors are.

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
::Trying to restore Environmental Systems on Deck 1::

CEO_Rogers says:
:: Starts shutting down the main computer ::

ATO_Jah`d says:
AMO: We don't have to do this! Just help me...

XO_Jorgaenson says:
FCO: Can you determine the cause?

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
::puts his phaser away::

AMO_Richmond says:
::stops for a moment:: ATO Jah’d: Okay, we shake?

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: As CEO shuts down the core...the lights go off on several; decks...engineering and bridge included

CSO_Lance says:
::mutters:: Great

AEO_Doyle says:
::Tries to hold ATO down, but gets thrown away::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
*CEO*: What is going on down ....           What the heck, we just lost lights!

Host CO_Edwards says:
::whispering:: XO Jorgaenson: Perhaps we should evacuate the ship until we're sure the computer core is repaired.

ATO_Jah`d says:
AMO: No, we agree to work together...

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::hears no report from the AMO and calls Security herself::

AMO_Richmond says:
ATO Jah'd:  Okay ::extends a hand::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: XO's call gets rerouted to Sickbay

XO_Jorgaenson says:
CO: Probably a good idea sir, we don't need another incident

AEO_Doyle says:
::Smiles::

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Spins around and slams his fist into the AEO's face:: AEO: and you stay out of this!

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the panel next to ATO explodes

Host CO_Edwards says:
XO Jorgaenson: I ordered the Chief Engineer to shut down the main computer core..

XO_Jorgaenson says:
*All Hands*: Evacuate the ship in a calm, orderly fashion.       No running, screaming or panicking.      Please stay calm and report to your designated spots

AEO_Doyle says:
ATO: You sonova... ::runs for ATO::

FCO_McRae says:
::works his console in the dark trying to figure out what's wrong::

AMO_Richmond says:
::injects Jah'd with VERY heavy sedative and watches him slump to the floor::

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Flies across the room covered in plasma burns::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
::Reroutes some power to the Bridge lights::

AMO_Richmond says:
::jumps a little as he sees ATO thrown to the other side of sickbay::

CEO_Rogers says:
:: tries to get lights on in engineering, in the mean time he gets out his flash light ::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The rerouting of the power to lights causes the CO's chair to rise

AMO_Richmond says:
AEO Doyle:  Mike - give me a hand here!

AEO_Doyle says:
::Walks across to AMO:: AMO: Er, what happened to him?

Host CO_Edwards says:
::to self:: What the..!

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
::Turns to look:: Eeek!

XO_Jorgaenson says:
CO: Sir, are you all right??!

FCO_McRae says:
::doesn’t want to get back in the TL::

AMO_Richmond says:
AEO Doyle:  He's got some pretty serious plasma burns.  Did you  hear the commander?

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Lays on the floor of sickbay bleeding and having trouble seeing::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::goes over to the CO and give him a hand down from his chair::

CSO_Lance says:
::sees the chair floating through the air and has to stop herself from grinning again::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
CO: Luckily it wasn't too high

AEO_Doyle says:
AMO: About evacuating?

Host CO_Edwards says:
XO Jorgaenson: Yes.. ::carefully jumps down with the helping hand of the XO::

FCO_McRae says:
::decides to wait until after the panicked rush to get off the ship is over::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
::Reroutes power to lights again in a different manners::

CEO_Rogers says:
:: gets into a Jeffries tube and access a panel from there to restore lights ::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::now wonders why nobody is listening to the abandon ship command::

AMO_Richmond says:
::gets the dermal regenerator and starts to make some preliminary reparations to Jah'd::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the main view screen starts to display last years bridge one camera logs

AMO_Richmond says:
AEO Doyle:  Yes.  Can you take Ensign L'Shan?  I'll handle Jah'd

XO_Jorgaenson says:
CO: Sir... shouldn't everyone be abandoning ship??

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Coughs up blood:: AMO: I'm sorry...but I can't let it happen...not again.

FCO_McRae says:
::watches the history lesson on the main view screen::

AEO_Doyle says:
AMO: I don't know what to do.

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
::Reroutes power to lights again in a different manner AGAIN::

CEO_Rogers says:
:: shuts down the main computer ::

Host CO_Edwards says:
XO Jorgaenson: Yes, I heard you make the announcements, however communications may be acting up.

AMO_Richmond says:
ATO Jah'd:  It won't.  We're not safe here, we'll be all right when we get out of here

CSO_Lance says:
::is thoroughly confused now as she watches the main screen::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: lights come up on the bridge

AMO_Richmond says:
::picks up Jah'd and starts to walk him out of sickbay, checking that Doyle is doing the same with L'Shan

FCO_McRae says:
::tries to find the controls that switch off the computer::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
::Thinks: Geez!::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::looks around the bridge waiting for something else to go wrong::

AEO_Doyle says:
::Picks up ASO L'Shan and follows AMO Richmond::

ATO_Jah`d says:
AMO: Just...help her...::Slips into a half sleep state::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::tries to figure out how to let everyone know about the communications problem::

CEO_Rogers says:
:: Crawls out of the Jeffries tube and back into main engineering ::

AMO_Richmond says:
*XO Jorgaenson*:  Richmond to Jorgaenson.  Commander, sickbay is clear

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: ALL the consoles flicker and die......

CSO_Lance says:
XO Jorgaenson: I am afraid the computer core is not down, sir.

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
::Tries tapping the consoles::

FCO_McRae says:
::tries to get his console working again.::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::sends out an intership message on her communications badge instead::         ::repeats the abandon ship message::

Host CO_Edwards says:
::overhears the CSO::
CSO Lance: Get someone down there to shut it down manually.

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Everything is offline....apart from the Comm badges

AMO_Richmond says:
::manages to get to the walkway and walks Jah'd to the Starbase sickbay::

CSO_Lance says:
CO_Edwards: Aye, sir.

AMO_Richmond says:
AEO Doyle:  What Starbase are we on?

AEO_Doyle says:
::Sees lights go odd, and wonders whether to stay with ASO or go and help the CEO::

AEO_Doyle says:
AMO: I don't know.

CSO_Lance says:
::looks around the bridge and sees that everyone is busy::

FCO_McRae says:
::pulls apart the console, again::

CEO_Rogers says:
*CO* Sir, I’m getting nothing from the core, it's dead .

AEO_Doyle says:
AMO: 241, I think.

CSO_Lance says:
XO Jorgaenson: Permission to leave the bridge.

XO_Jorgaenson says:
CO: Sir, they might listen if we actually abandoned ourselves

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Opens his eyes:: AMO/AEO: We have to help her...Ensign Areon...get a hold of Areon...

XO_Jorgaenson says:
CSO: We are supposed to be abandoning the ship Mr. Lance, you don't have to ask permission            ::smiles::

AMO_Richmond says:
ATO Jah'd:  What?

AEO_Doyle says:
::Looks at Richmond:: AMO: Areon?

AMO_Richmond says:
AEO Doyle:  Did you hear that?

FCO_McRae says:
::realizes problem must be with the computer because the console is fine::

CSO_Lance says:
XO_Jorgaenson: Oh, okay.

Host CO_Edwards says:
XO Jorgaenson: Good observation.. go to the Starbase, I'll remain here for a few more minutes longer. I'll be right behind you.

CSO_Lance says:
::heads to the TL:: TL: Main Engineering.

AEO_Doyle says:
AMO: Yeah, but I didn't understand it.

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Reports start to flood in over the FCO/OPS comm badge of doors to the Emergency escape pods...not opening...doors everywhere not opening...

Host CO_Edwards says:
*CEO*: Can you shut it down manually?

XO_Jorgaenson says:
CO: Understood sir, but not too far behind

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: TL does nothing

AEO_Doyle says:
AMO: Todd, where are we going?

AMO_Richmond says:
::reaches the walkway doors, but they don’t open::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::walks right into doors, bloodies nose, sighs::

FCO_McRae says:
CO: I've got reports that the escape pods aren't opening.  Doors everywhere aren't opening.

CEO_Rogers says:
*CO* The core's dead nothings going to work now, doors, lights etc.

CSO_Lance says:
XO_Jorgaenson: I'm afraid we have to use the Jeffries tube, sir.

AMO_Richmond says:
AEO Doyle:  Looks like we're going nowhere

XO_Jorgaenson says:
CO: ::turns around:: Sir, it appears we have another problem

Host CO_Edwards says:
*CEO*: Stand by.

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::looks around for something to put on her bloody nose::

Host Quchant says:
<SBC> COMM: CO: Captain....come in please.....report your situation

XO_Jorgaenson says:
Bridge: Anyone have a handkerchief?

AEO_Doyle says:
AMO: I should get down to he CEO. But I can't leave you here with these two.

CSO_Lance says:
::pulls out a clean Kleenex and hands it to the XO::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::ruining the freshly cleaned bridge carpet::

Host CO_Edwards says:
FCO McRae/XO Jorgaenson: Use portable power units to operate doors manually. If all else fails, use a phaser to blast the damn thing open.

XO_Jorgaenson says:
CSO: Thank you very much Mr. Lance

FCO_McRae says:
XO: If we want off this ship SB 241 will have to beam us over.

XO_Jorgaenson says:
CO: Aye sir.

Host Quchant says:
<SBC> COMM: CO: Captain....come in please.....report your situation

AMO_Richmond says:
AEO Doyle:  You're with me, now.  We have to get these two to sickbay somehow

FCO_McRae says:
CO: Aye sir.

CSO_Lance says:
XO_Jorgaenson: You're welcome. ::smiles::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::digs under Engineering console for the power unit, hands one to the FCO::

AMO_Richmond says:
::puts Jah'd down and tries to open the door manually::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::puts hers on the door and waits for Mr. McRae::

Host CO_Edwards says:
COM: Starbase: This is Captain Edwards.. our situation is... unknown at the current time. We'll be evacuating the ship, just to be on the safe side.

FCO_McRae says:
::takes power unit,  relays CO's order to people as they call in::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
::Opens a panel at the engineering console and tries to get some power out of the power cells::

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Coughs up more blood as he's put down::

CSO_Lance says:
FCO_McRae: I am not so sure the transporters are working.

CSO_Lance says:
Self: Not that I would try it.

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::activates her unit::         FCO: Now yours Mr. McRae

Host Quchant says:
<SBC> COMM: CO: Understood...will standby with tugs etc to retrieve the pods......do we need to tow the Orion to a safe distance

FCO_McRae says:
::activates power unit::

CEO_Rogers says:
*CO* The core is completely dead, were going to need a complete new one.

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::tries once again to open the doors::

AEO_Doyle says:
::Strains to fix the way he has ASO L'Shan in his arms::

FCO_McRae says:
CSO_Lance: Ours aren't, but the Starbase should be able to beam us out.

Host CO_Edwards says:
COM: Starbase 241: That may be advisable.. the self-destruct sequence keeps arming, and disarming itself.

CSO_Lance says:
FCO_McRae: I sure hope so.

AMO_Richmond says:
AEO Doyle:  I need some help here....

FCO_McRae says:
::connects power unit and opens bridge doors manually::

Host CO_Edwards says:
*CEO Rogers*: Can you bring the backup core online long enough to evacuate?

FCO_McRae says:
XO: I think we're in store for a long climb if the SB can't beam us out.

Host Quchant says:
<SBC> COMM: CO: We'll take of that one...just give the word as soon as you are clear

AEO_Doyle says:
::Sets L'Shan on the floor and joins AMO Richmond::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
FCO: I don't think we should chance it Ensign, let’s just get everyone out of here

AMO_Richmond says:
::Richmond and Doyle try to open the door::

CEO_Rogers says:
*CO: I don't know, I suppose it's worth a shot, but we wont get long and I’ll have to do manually.

FCO_McRae says:
XO: We'll have to climb down to get out of here.

Host CO_Edwards says:
::overhears the FCO::
COM: Starbase 241: Can you assist our evacuation with transporters?

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::puts out another all comms message::        *Crew*:       You should notice by now that all the power is out so gather up all portable power units to force open the bulkhead doors and use the access tubes to escape.

FCO_McRae says:
XO: Or take the long route through the Jeffries Tubes.

Host Quchant says:
<SB> COM: CO: Certainly....get people into evacuation areas...and we'll beam them enmasse

FCO_McRae says:
::decides he really doesn't want to climb down the TL tube anyway.  With his luck their gravity generators are offline.

Host CO_Edwards says:
*CEO Rogers*: Do what you can to activate it manually.. then get off the ship.

AEO_Doyle says:
AMO: How many of these doors are there likely to be?

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::nother comm badge message::       *Crew*: Head for the evacuation areas of the ship, the SB personnel will beam us off from there.        You have your orders.     XO Jorgaenson out.

AMO_Richmond says:
AEO Doyle:  I have no idea.  But at least there's a chance.

CEO_Rogers says:
:: works on getting the back up core online manually ::

AMO_Richmond says:
*XO Jorgaenson*: Richmond to XO.  Sickbay staff is on it's way, sir

XO_Jorgaenson says:
Bridge: Everyone here has already heard the orders so I do not need to repeat them.     Gather up anything you need and let's go

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Coughs up more blood and looks across at L’Shan and can feel her pain yet can't help::

FCO_McRae says:
::makes sure Comm badge is working so the SB can lock on::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: ATO passes out....

AMO_Richmond says:
::helps Korin up:: ATO Jah'd:  Okay, here we go.  Just a little further

CSO_Lance says:
::follows XO's orders::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Beam outs start to happen

AEO_Doyle says:
::Looks down at ATO:: AMO: He's awa... Doesn't matter.

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::waits to see if the CO is gonna try something silly or leave the ship::

CEO_Rogers says:
:: finding it difficult to work and hold a flashlight at the same time ::

FCO_McRae says:
::decides he doesn't have anything that important on the bridge::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: CO Leads the way by crawling down the JT

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::follows behind the CO::

CSO_Lance says:
::follows the others::

FCO_McRae says:
::wonders why they aren't just going to beam us directly from the bridge::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
::Looks at the Orion Bridge one more time before leaving::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
::Goes last::

FCO_McRae says:
::double checks console to make sure it is not working::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::stops a second to count heads::

FCO_McRae says:
::follows CNS down JT::

AMO_Richmond says:
@::appears in the SB sickbay::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Sickbay's inhabitants are beamed out

CSO_Lance says:
::mutters something censored about the design of JTs::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::gets a proper count and continues moving, the captain is a bit further ahead than the rest now::

CEO_Rogers says:
:: starts to make some connections and the BU core goes through basic startup routines::

FCO_McRae says:
::wonders if he should head to engineering to help the CEO::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Lights starts to flicker on and the gravity around the ship feels like it is starting to even out

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::really wishes that she climbed more, this is giving her major blisters::

AMO_Richmond says:
@::puts Jah'd on the biobed:: SB CMO:  Doctor, patient has severe plasma burns, as well as some mental instability right now.  You'll need to be careful

CSO_Lance says:
::her knees start to hurt::

FCO_McRae says:
*CEO*: Do you need any help in Engineering?

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::looks for the "light at the end of the tunnel"::

CEO_Rogers says:
*FCO* I'll cope you get off the ship.

All behind him: We'll head to Deck 3.. Main Shuttlebay... the Starbase will be scanning for life signs in there.

CEO_Rogers says:
:: see's the lights flicker, at last ::

AEO_Doyle says:
@::Leaves SB sickbay in search of transporter room so he can beam back to the Orion and assist::

ATO_Jah`d says:
@::Struggles to wake up::

FCO_McRae says:
*CEO*: If you say so.

CSO_Lance says:
::hears the Captain and checks her location::

FCO_McRae says:
::follows the rest of the bridge crew::

AMO_Richmond says:
@AEO Doyle:  Thanks, Mike

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::can't believe how out of shape she is::

CSO_Lance says:
::still crawling::

CEO_Rogers says:
:: still working ::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::hears Deck 3 and groans, that means they have to crawl three decks::

CSO_Lance says:
::wishes she had remained in bed this morning::

AMO_Richmond says:
@SB CMO:  Ensign L'Shan here has something wrong with here that's related to Ensign Jah'd's condition, but I don't know what

AEO_Doyle says:
@AMO: You're very welcome, Todd. ::Smiles and leaves::

Host CO_Edwards says:
::arrives on deck 2::
All behind him: Continue to deck 3.. I’ll follow behind you shortly.

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::wishes she hadn't had decaf coffee that morning::

AMO_Richmond says:
<SB CMO>AMO Richmond:  We'll take care of it.  Sit down there and we'll look into those bruises you have

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
::Is still in the back::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
CO: Aye sir...            But sir?        Be sure to follow

CEO_Rogers says:
*CO* It's working but very slowly

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
::Waiting for everyone to claim first::

CSO_Lance says:
Self: One more deck. One more deck. One more...

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::leads the rest to Deck three::

Host CO_Edwards says:
::exits the Jeffries Tube on Deck 2... runs to his quarters and gets his shoes::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Time passes and the bridge crew arrive on Deck three just as life support is restored to the ship and they hear the announcement by the computer over a crackling comm system

FCO_McRae says:
::wishes he'd just gone down the TL tube::

AEO_Doyle says:
@::Arrives at SB Transporter room and beams to the Orion Engineering.::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: CO finds the FCO's bottle of tequila upsides down emptied out in his shoe

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::hears the announcement and just looks at the bedraggled group, too exhausted to even laugh::

CEO_Rogers says:
:: works to restore, Life support, lights and gravity ::

CSO_Lance says:
::drops to the floor::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::waits for the CO to join them::

AEO_Doyle says:
::Arrives in Engineering and walks to CEO Rogers:: CEO: Anything I can do to assist, sir?

CEO_Rogers says:
*CO* I've got life support back online I don't know how long it will last so be prepared for it to go again

Host CO_Edwards says:
::with his second pair of shoes he follows the JT to Deck 3 and the Main Shuttlebay..::

CSO_Lance says:
XO_Jorgaenson: Sometimes I just love this ship. ::smiles::

FCO_McRae says:
::wonders if he should head back to the bridge now that there is power and life support::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
CSO: ::smiles too::         Me too Mr. Lance... today is not one of those days.

CEO_Rogers says:
:: hears a voice sounds like the AEO ::

AEO_Doyle says:
::Doesn't see CEO in Engineering:: Self: Must've been hallucinating.

CSO_Lance says:
XO_Jorgaenson; No, not really.

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Opens his eyes and sees L’Shan and Todd and smiles::

CEO_Rogers says:
AEO: AEO are you down there ?

AEO_Doyle says:
::Hears CEO:: CEO: Sir? Sir, where are you?

ATO_Jah`d says:
@::Begins mumbling something, just loud enough to be noticed yet not understood::

CEO_Rogers says:
AEO: In the Jeffries tube, :: sticks head out of access point :: Why are you here?  You are supposed to be on the SB

AMO_Richmond says:
@::asleep on the biobed, recovering::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The bridge crew and the CO arrive in main shuttlebay...and get transported within a short while to the Starbase

CSO_Lance says:
::almost falls asleep but her growling stomach wakes her::

AEO_Doyle says:
CEO: I wanted to help.

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
@::Materializes on Starbase::

FCO_McRae says:
@::looks around station transporter room::

Host CO_Edwards says:
:in the Main Shuttlebay::
*CEO Rogers*: Understood.. get to an evacuation point and beam to the Starbase..
::places the proper call to the Starbase for the beam-out::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
@::transported standing although with rubbery legs::

CSO_Lance says:
@::materializes with the rest of the crew::

CEO_Rogers says:
AEO: I can manage, I’m almost finished go to the SB I’ll follow shortly.

AEO_Doyle says:
CEO: Yes, sir.

Host CO_Edwards says:
@::is beamed to OPS onboard the Starbase::

FCO_McRae says:
@::wonders where he can find the bar::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
@::looks around to make sure everyone is accounted for::

AEO_Doyle says:
::Slaps commbadge:: SB Computer: Beam me back.

ATO_Jah`d says:
@::Is half-asleep and rolls over and falls off the bio bed::

CEO_Rogers says:
<Mrs. Rogers>@:: Wonders why she came to live with her husband the CEO aboard a ship that always goes wrong :: 

CEO_Rogers says:
:: Starts making his way from deck 34 to deck 3 ::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
@::Gets off the transporter pad::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
@::rubbery legs give out and she ends up sitting again::

FCO_McRae says:
@::heads out to find someplace to get a drink::

CSO_Lance says:
@::leaves the transporter room in search for temporary quarters::

AEO_Doyle says:
@::Arrives on SB and stands silently thinking of what to do since he was supposed to be on shore leave right now.::

ATO_Jah`d says:
@::Screams in pain as he lands on his wounds and is helped back up on the bio bed and sedated:: 

Host Quchant says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Orion Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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